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Soft-Switched CCM Boost Converters With High
Voltage Gain for High-Power Applications

Sungsik Park and Sewan Choi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a new soft-switched continuous-
conduction-mode (CCM) boost converter suitable for high-power
applications such as power factor correction, hybrid electric ve-
hicles, and fuel cell power conversion systems. The proposed
converter achieves zero-voltage-switched (ZVS) turn-on of active
switches in CCM and zero-current-switched turn-off of diodes
leading to negligible reverse-recovery loss. The components’ volt-
age ratings and energy volumes of passive components of the pro-
posed converter are greatly reduced compared to the conventional
zero-voltage-transition converter. Voltage conversion ratio is al-
most doubled compared to the conventional boost converter. Ex-
tension of the proposed concept to realize multiphase dc–dc con-
verters is discussed. Experimental results from a 1.5-kW prototype
are provided to validate the proposed concept.

Index Terms—Continuous conduction mode (CCM), high-power
applications, high voltage gain, nonisolated, soft switched.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTINUOUS-conduction-mode (CCM) boost converters
have been widely used as the front-end converter for active

input current shaping [6]. In recent years, CCM boost convert-
ers are increasingly needed in high-power applications such as
hybrid electric vehicles and fuel cell power conversion systems.
High power density and high efficiency are major concerns in
high-power CCM boost converters [1], [7].

The hard-switched CCM boost converter suffers from severe
diode reverse-recovery problem in high-current high-power ap-
plications. That is, when the main switch is turned on, a shoot-
through of the output capacitor to ground due to the diode re-
verse recovery causes a large current spike through the diode
and main switch. This not only incurs significant turn-off loss of
the diode and turn-on loss of the main switch, but also causes se-
vere electromagnetic interference (EMI) emission. The effect of
the reverse-recovery-related problems become more significant
for high switching frequency at high power level. Therefore, the
hard-switched CCM boost converter is not capable to achieve
high efficiency and high power density at high power level.

Many soft-switching techniques on CCM boost converters
have been proposed [2]–[4], [6], [8]–[10]. The zero-voltage-
switched (ZVS) quasiresonant converter (QRC) achieves soft
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switching of the main switch with ZVS and the diode with zero
current switched (ZCS), but both main switch and diode suf-
fer from an excessive voltage stress due to resonant operation.
The ZVS quasisquare-wave converter (QSW) technique offers
ZVS turn-on for both main switch and diode without increas-
ing their voltage stresses. However, both main switch and diode
suffer from a high current stress resulting in significant con-
duction losses. Furthermore, turn-off loss of the main switch is
considerable. Since both ZVS-QRC and ZVS-QSW techniques
achieve soft switching only at the expense of increased conduc-
tion losses due to voltage or current stresses of the components,
they are not suitable for high-power applications [10].

The zero-voltage-transition (ZVT) pulsewidth modulation
(PWM) converter [10] achieves soft switching of the main
switch and diode without increasing their voltage or current
stresses, since ZVS is achieved by partial resonance of the
shunt branch across the main switch. Furthermore, the reverse-
recovery-related problem is alleviated by controlling diode cur-
rent decrease rate di/dt during its turn off. However, severe
undesired resonance may occur in the shunt branch. Adding a
rectifier and saturable inductor can mitigate the resonance, but
this causes circuit complexity and additional cost [5]. Also, the
auxiliary switch in the shunt branch is hard switched, and the
duty ratio of the auxiliary switch limits the effective duty ratio of
the main switch, leading to decreased voltage conversion ratio
of the converter.

This paper proposes a new soft-switched CCM boost con-
verter suitable for high-power applications such as power factor
correction, hybrid electric vehicles, and fuel cell power con-
version systems. The proposed converter has the following
advantages:

1) ZVS turn-on of the main switches in CCM;
2) negligible diode reverse recovery due to ZCS turn-off of

the diode;
3) voltage conversion ratio is almost doubled compared to

the conventional boost converter;
4) significantly reduced components’ voltage ratings and en-

ergy volumes of most passive components.
The operating principles and features of the proposed con-

verter are described. Experimental results from a 1.5-kW pro-
totype are also provided to validate the proposed concept.

II. PROPOSED SOFT-SWITCHED BOOST CONVERTER

Fig. 1 shows the circuit diagram of the proposed CCM boost
converter, and Fig. 2 shows key waveforms illustrating the op-
erating principle of the proposed converter. Upper switch S2 in
the proposed converter replaces the rectifier diode in the con-
ventional boost converter. Lower switch S1 and upper switch
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Fig. 1. Proposed soft-switched CCM boost converter.

Fig. 2. Key waveforms of the proposed converter.

S2 are operated with asymmetrical complementary switching to
regulate the output voltage as shown in Fig. 2. An auxiliary cir-
cuit that consists of a capacitor C1 , an inductor L2 , two diodes
D1 and D2 , and a capacitor C2 is connected on top of the output
capacitor C3 to form the output voltage of the converter. The

auxiliary circuit not only increases the output voltage, but also
helps ZVS turn-on of active switches S1 and S2 in CCM.

A. Operating Principle

As shown in Fig. 2, the operation of the proposed converter
can be divided into five modes. The equivalent circuits for each
mode are shown in Fig. 3.

Mode I: This mode begins when iL2 decreases to zero and
D2 is turned on as shown in Fig. 2. During this mode, the lower
switch S1 maintains ON state. Both input inductor current iL1

and auxiliary inductor current iL2 flows through lower switch
S1 . The slope of these currents are given by

diL1

dt
=

Vi

L1
(1)

diL2

dt
=

(VC1 − VC3 )
L2

. (2)

Mode II: This mode begins when S1 is turned off and the
body diode of S2 is turned on. The gating signal for S2 is applied
during this mode, and S2 is turned on under ZVS conditions.
Both iL1 and iL2 are decreasing with the slope determined by
the following equations:

diL1

dt
=

(Vi − VC3 )
L1

(3)

diL2

dt
=

VC1

L2
. (4)

At the end of this mode, inductor current iL2 changes its
direction of flow and D1 starts to conduct. It should be noted
that D2 is turned off under ZCS.

Mode III: During this mode, iL1 keeps decreasing with the
slope determined in Mode II, and iL2 increases with slope de-
termined by the following equation:

diL2

dt
=

(VC1 − VC2 )
L2

. (5)

At the end of this mode, switch current iS2 reverses its direc-
tion of flow and conducts the main channel of S2 .

Mode IV: During this mode, iL1 and iL2 keep flowing with
the same slope determined in Mode III.

Mode V: This mode begins when S2 is turned off and the
body diode of S1 is turned on. The gating signal for S1 is
applied during this mode, and S1 could be turned on under
ZVS conditions. Inductor currents iL1 and iL2 start to increase
and decrease, respectively, with the slope determined by the
following equations:

diL1

dt
=

Vi

L1
(6)

diL2

dt
=

VC1 − VC2 − VC3

L2
. (7)

This state ends when the decreasing current iL2 reaches to
0 V. This is the end of one complete cycle. Note that diode D1
is also turned off under ZCS.
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Fig. 3. Operation modes of the proposed converter.

B. Voltage Conversion Ratio

To obtain the voltage gain of the proposed converter, it is
assumed that the voltage across C1 , C2 , and C3 are constant
during the switching period of TS . The output voltage is given
by

Vo = VC2 + VC3 (8)

or

Vo =
2

1 − Deff
Vi (9)

where the effective duty Deff is defined by

Deff = D + M1 − M2 . (10)

The output voltage can also be expressed as

Vo =
2

1 − D
Vi − ∆V (11)

where ∆V is the voltage drop caused by the duty loss (M2–M1).
From (9)–(11), the voltage drop ∆V can be obtained by

∆V =
2Vi(M2 − M1)

(1 − D)(1 − D + M2 − M1)
. (12)

According to volt-sec balance principle on L2 , capacitor volt-
age VC1 can be obtained by

VC1 = VC2 (1 − D − (M2 − M1)) + DVC3 (13)

where VC2 and VC3 can be expressed as

VC3 =
1

1 − D
Vi (14)

VC2 =
1

1 − D
Vi − ∆V. (15)

In the steady state, the average output load current equals the
average current of D1 and D2 since the average value of the
current through L2(C2) is zero. The following equations can be
derived:

ID1 ,av =
Vo

Ro
=

1
2
(1 − D − (M2 − M1))IL2 ,+pk (16)

ID2 ,av =
Vo

Ro
=

1
2
(D + M2 − M1)IL2 ,−pk (17)

where IL2 ,+pk and IL2 ,−pk are positive and negative peak values
of the inductor current IL2 , and are given by (see Fig. 2)

IL2 ,+pk =
(VC1 − VC2 − VC3 )M1TS

L2
(18)

IL2 ,−pk =
VC1 M2TS

L2
. (19)

Diode current ID2 , which is a negative portion of current IL2 ,
becomes incremental current in switch S1 , resulting in increased
conduction loss. At the same time, diode current ID1 , which is
a positive portion of current IL2 , becomes decremental current
in switch S2 , resulting in decreased conduction loss.

Also, current IL2 increases the ZVS currents for both lower
switch, IS1 ,ZVS , and upper switch, IS2 ,ZVS , resulting in reduced
switching losses. The peak values IL2 ,−pk and IL2 ,+pk can be
adjusted by the inductance L2 . Therefore, the magnitude of cur-
rent IL2 should be properly designed considering this tradeoff
relation.

Using (11)–(19), the effective voltage gain of the proposed
converter is plotted as shown in Fig. 4. Even though there is a
slight drop of the ideal voltage gain, which is caused by duty
loss (M2–M1), the effective voltage gain of the proposed con-
verter is almost twice compared to that of the conventional boost
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Fig. 4. Voltage gain as a function of duty ratio (Vi = 80 V, L2 = 7 µH, fs =
70 kHz, Po = 1.5 kW).

converter. This is a very desirable feature in high-voltage-gain
application since reduced duty ratio leads to reduced current
stresses on the components resulting in increased efficiency.
Duty loss (M2−M1) can be reduced by choosing smaller in-
ductance L2 , but this reduces ZVS range of main switch S1 .
Therefore, inductance L2 should be properly chosen, consider-
ing a tradeoff of switching loss and voltage gain.

C. ZVS Characteristic for Main Switch

ZVS of the upper and lower switches depends on the dif-
ference of the filter inductor current iL1 and auxiliary inductor
current iL2 , as shown in Fig. 2. The ZVS current for lower
switch IS1 ,ZVS is the positive peak of iL1 –iL2 when the upper
switch is turned off and can be expressed as

IS1 ,ZVS = IL2 ,+pk − IL1 ,min

=
(VC1 − VC2 − VC3 )M1Ts

L2
−

(
V 2

o

ViRo
+

DVi

2L1fs

)
.

(20)

The ZVS current for upper switch IS2 ,ZVS is the negative
peak of iL1 –iL2 when the lower switch is turned off and can be
expressed as

IS2 ,ZVS = |IL2 ,−pk | + IL1 ,max

=
VC1 M2Ts

L2
+

(
V 2

o

ViRo
+

DVi

2L1fs

)
. (21)

To ensure the ZVS turn-on of upper switch S2 , the following
condition should be satisfied:

1
2
(L1I

2
L1 ,max + L2I

2
L2 ,−pk) >

1
2
(Cos1 + Cos2)

(
Vi

1 − D

)2

(22)
where Cos1 and Cos2 are the output capacitances of lower switch
S1 and upper switch S2 , respectively.

In fact, the condition of (22) can be easily satisfied, and ZVS
of upper switch S2 can be achieved over the whole load range.
To ensure the ZVS turn-on of lower switch S1 , the following

condition should be satisfied:

1
2
(L2I

2
L2 ,+pk − L1I

2
L1 ,min) >

1
2
(Cos1 + Cos2)

(
Vi

1 − D

)2

.

(23)
Equation (23) may not be satisfied under the conditions of

small auxiliary inductance L2 , large input filter inductance L1 ,
and/or light load. Increasing auxiliary inductance L2 to enlarge
the ZVS region makes the duty loss (M2–M1) large. Alterna-
tively, in order to enlarge the ZVS region, the input inductance
can be decreased so that IS1 ,ZVS can be increased. However, de-
creasing the input filter inductance increases the current rating
of the power devices, and therefore the input filter inductance
should be properly chosen considering a tradeoff between the
ZVS region and the device current ratings. Therefore, ZVS for
lower switch S1 can be achieved more easily with smaller value
of L1 and/or larger value of L2 at the cost of the large current
ripple. A tradeoff of switching loss and conduction loss should
be considered.

Using (20)–(23), the ZVS currents and ZVS ranges of lower
and upper switches as the function of voltage gain and output
power are plotted, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5. As shown in
Fig. 5(a), the ZVS current of the lower switch tends to increase
as the output power increases and decrease as the voltage gain
increases. This means that the ZVS turn-on of the lower switch
can be more easily achieved under the condition of higher output
power and lower voltage gain. It is noted that the ZVS range
of the lower switch becomes broader for smaller total output
capacitance Cos,tot = Cos1+Cos2 of MOSFETs. For example,
if MOSFETs with total output capacitance Cos,tot of 1.8 nF are
selected in this example, the ZVS turn-on of the lower switch
can be achieved with output power that is greater than 500 W at
voltage gain of 5 [see Fig. 5(a)].

The ZVS current of the upper switch also tends to increase as
the output power and voltage gain increase. It should be noted
from Fig. 5(b) that the ZVS turn-on of the upper switch can be
achieved in the overall input voltage and output power ranges.

D. Comparison of Component Ratings

In order to perform a comparison of the proposed converter
to the conventional ZVT converter [10] in terms of the compo-
nent rating, the converters have been designed according to the
following specifications:

1) Po = 13 kW;
2) Vi = 250 V;
3) Vo = 600 V;
4) ∆Ii = 10%;
5) ∆Vo = 3%;
6) fs = 15 kHz.
The component ratings of the proposed converter and the

ZVT converter calculated according to the design specification
are listed in Table I. Because of the proposed connection of the
auxiliary circuit, the voltage ratings of all components of the
proposed converter are much smaller compared to those of the
ZVT converter that are the same as the output voltage. Therefore,
the switch and diode utilizations of the proposed converter are
greatly improved.
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Fig. 5. ZVS currents and ZVS ranges of lower and upper switches as the
function of the voltage gain and output power. (a) Lower switch S1 . (b) Upper
switch S2 (Vo = 400 V, Po : 100–1.5 kW, L2 = 7 µH, and fs = 70 kHz).

Energy volume of the output capacitor of the proposed con-
verter is slightly increased compared to the ZVT converter since
two capacitors are required at the output. However, energy vol-
umes of the other passive components are significantly reduced
in the proposed converter. Input inductance of the proposed
converter is smaller because the voltage across the inductor is
smaller. Also, the current rating of the auxiliary inductor is
much smaller compared to that of the ZVT converter, since the
proposed converter does not utilize resonance while the ZVT
converter utilizes partial resonance for soft switching.

III. EXTENSION OF THE PROPOSED CONCEPT

Using the converter shown in Fig. 1 as a basic cell, the pro-
posed concept can be extended to realize multiphase dc–dc con-
verters for high-voltage and high-power applications. Fig. 6
shows the generalized circuit of the proposed multiphase dc–dc
converter. The generalized converter has “N” groups of con-
verters, where each group of switch legs is connected in parallel

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF COMPONENT RATINGS OF THE PROPOSED CONVERTER AND

THE ZVT CONVERTER

Fig. 6. Extension of the proposed concept for multiphase dc–dc converter (N
is the number of series-connected output capacitors on top of C1 and P is the
number of diode legs connected to the same output capacitors).

at the low-voltage high-current side, while output capacitors
in each group is connected in series at the high-voltage low-
current side. Each of the N groups also has “P ” parallel con-
nected switch legs to increase the output power, where “P ” is
the number of switch or diode legs connected to the same output
capacitor. That is to say, “N” could be increased to get higher
output voltage and “P ” could be increased to get higher output
power.
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Fig. 7. Example circuit configuration of the proposed multiphase converter to
increase the output voltage (P = 1).

Fig. 8. Example circuit configuration of the proposed multiphase converter to
increase the output power (N = 1).

Fig. 7 shows an example circuit configuration (P = 1), which
illustrates how to increase output voltage by increasing “N .”
Fig. 8 shows an example circuit configuration (N = 1), which
illustrates how to increase power level by increasing “P .”

In both cases, the interleaving technique can be applied to
reduce the size of input filter inductors, and input and output
capacitors. Therefore, “N” and “P ” could properly be chosen
according to given output voltage and power level. This could
give flexibility in device selection, resulting in optimized design
even under harsh design specifications.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

Using the previously designed parameters, a 1.5-kW soft-
switched CCM boost converter prototype shown in Fig. 1 has
been built in the laboratory.

1) Po = 1.5 kW;
2) Vi = 80 V;
3) Vo = 400 V;
4) ∆Ii = 30%;
5) ∆Vo = 3%;
6) fs = 70 kHz.
Both lower and upper switches are implemented with IXYS

IXFN48N50 (500 V, 48 A, 1 m·Ω) MOSFET. Fast recovery
diodes of DAWIN Electronics DWM2F120N030 (300 V, 23 A)
are used for diodes D1 and D2 . Input filter inductor L1 and
auxiliary inductor L2 are 50 and 7 µH, respectively. The de-
signed values of the auxiliary capacitor C1 is 50 µF 200 V. An
off-the-shelf electrolytic capacitor of 220 µF 400 V was used

Fig. 9. Experimental waveforms. (a) Voltage and current waveforms of aux-
iliary inductor L2 . (b) Voltage and current waveforms of lower switch S1 .
(c) Voltage and current waveforms of upper switch S2 . (d) Voltage and current
waveforms of upper diode D1 . (e) Voltage and current waveforms of lower
diode D1 .

for C1 since the rms value of ripple current is 6 A at 1.5 kW.
Electrolytic capacitors of 220 µF 400 V was also used for output
capacitors C2 and C3 .

The experimental waveforms of the proposed scheme are
shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 9 (a) shows voltage and current waveforms
of auxiliary inductor L2 . Fig. 9 (c) and (d) illustrates that both
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Fig. 10. Measured efficiency of the proposed converter.

Fig. 11. Photograph of 1.5-kW soft-switched CCM boost converter prototype.

switch S1 and switch S2 are being turned on with ZVS. Fig. 9(d)
and (e) shows that diodes D1 and D2 are being turned off with
ZCS. The measured efficiency is shown in Fig. 10. The efficiency
of the proposed converter maintains over 90% in most of the
load range. The maximum efficiency of 97.4% was measured at
1200 W load. Fig. 11 shows the photograph of the prototype.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new soft-switched CCM boost converter suit-
able for high-voltage and high-power application has been pro-
posed. The proposed converter has the following advantages:

1) ZVS turn-on of the active switches in CCM;
2) negligible diode reverse recovery due to ZCS turn-off of

the diodes;
3) voltage conversion ratio is almost doubled compared to

the conventional boost converter;
4) greatly reduced components’ voltage ratings and energy

volumes of most passive components.
Extension of the proposed concept to realize multiphase dc–

dc converters for higher voltage and higher power applications
has been explored. Experimental waveforms from a 1.5-kW
prototype have been provided and peak efficiency of 97.4% was
measured at 1200 W.
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